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RUNNING AGAIN 

Once again, I am running to be your Vice-President of Music. 
Being a VP for the past year has been an incredible experience, I have met so many of you 
and had the opportunity to listen and communicate on your behalf and it would be my 
absolute privilege to represent you once again. 

PREVIOUS MANIFESTO IN BRIEF 

• Maintain communications between Students and Staff. 

• Encourage repertoire requests by the students for future projects. 

• Push for more projects related to Ballet, Opera and Musical Theatre. 

• Help further support student led orchestras, bands, and large ensembles. 

CURRENT MANIFESTO 

Last year I was optimistic at the idea of having a descent number of people per-room to have the 
opportunity to get together and achieve something in person. 
Next year as we approach a brighter and closer conservatoire experience, I hope to deliver the 
points from my previous manifesto as well as these new ones: 
 

• New lockers: For next year we have requested over 30 new lockers which I plan to loan out 
as soon as we can, especially considering the increase in the number of students needing 
lockers 

• Performance space: With the SU getting a revamp and a new bar, I would like the space to 
be used for evening performances/rehearsals.  

• Student representatives: I plan on having regular meetings every term with the student 
reps from every department. 

• Fair use of Practice rooms: I believe that every student here should have access to as 
many rooms and as many practice facilities as possible and I want to ensure this is 
enforced. 

• Equality and diversity: as VP of Music, it will be my responsibility to encourage a 
more diverse music education program to represent everyone who enters Trinity 
Laban. 

 
I would like to thank YOU the student body for putting your trust and confidence in me over 
the past year. I have been incredibly proud to be your Vice-President and I hope to be once 
again. I wish to continue the work that I have started and leave here in 2022 knowing I did 
my best to make student life at TL better.  


